WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

DEAN’S LEADERSHIP & PUBLIC SERVICE AWARDS

SATURDAY, MAY 13, 2023

2:15 P.M. - 3:00 P.M.

BRYAN CAVE MOOT COURTROOM
ANHEUSER-BUSCH HALL
PROGRAM

Welcome
Dean Russell K. Osgood

Keynote Address
Lisa Hoppenjans
Associate Professor of Practice
Director, First Amendment Clinic

Presentation of Awards
Elizabeth Walsh
Associate Dean of Student Life

Closing Remarks
Dean Russell K. Osgood
David M. Becker Public Service Fellow

Kasey Noelle Ervin
Sarah Medley Lowe
Jonathan Douglas Rowe

G.A., Jr. and Kathryn M. Buder Charitable Foundation Summer Fellow

Jennifer Leigh Hughes Edwards
Julian E. Scott

Stuart L. Oelbaum Public Service Fellow

Mackenzie C. Karbon

Justice John Paul Stevens Public Interest Fellow

Erin Marie Brinkman
Zachary Richard Buchta
Kathryn E Doman
Clara Rebecca Goodwin Ferris
Jill Ellen O’Bryan
Equal Justice Works Awards

Claire Collin Comey
Abigail Carol Faust
Owen Flomberg
Paige E. Lehman
Kailee M. Nardi
Joseph Norbert Tarkowski Oswald
Peri K Ouyang

Pro Bono Pledge Awards

Jeffrey Hassan
Rachel Hehr Leavitt
Paige E. Lehman
Julian E. Scott

Dean’s Service Awards

Nicholas Ethan Armstrong
Asher Bersin
John M. Bradley
Elsie Croasdale Cluskey
Kathryn E. Doman
Kasey Noelle Ervin
Owen Flomberg
Margaret Howland Greene
Caitlin Marie Hawkins
John O. Huddleston
Jackson Christopher Jones
Caleb Lee Logan
Sarah Medley Lowe
Charles Thomas Manning
Mari E. Morgan
Emma Lynne Murray
Jill Ellen O’Bryan
Christiana Jasmine Ogletree
Kelley Victoria Rowan
Umeet Kaur Sajjan
Olivia Rose Wall
Zhibo Xu
Jimmy Yuen

Public Service Student of the Year

Malak S. Shahin

Clinical Legal Education Association
Outstanding Law Clinical Student Award

Umeet Kaur Sajjan

Clinical Legal Education Association
Outstanding Externship Student Award

Anna N. Wright

Dan Carter-Earl Tedrow Memorial Award

Nicholas Ethan Armstrong
Jack Garden
Humanitarian Award

Thomas Reed Farrell

National Association of Women Lawyers
Outstanding Graduate Award

Caleb Louise Washington

Dean’s Leadership Awards

Cameron Stuart Miller
Helene Zoe Burns
John W. Wilson IV
Saad Abdulaziz Alotaibi
Tiffany Minh-Thu Middlemas
Won Suk Lee
Yaseen Morshed